There's No Crying In Baseball (Sports Illustrated Kids Victory School Superstars)
Synopsis

Tyler can’t wait to play baseball against the teachers at Victory. It is a big event to celebrate school spirit. But before game day arrives, Tyler sprains his ankle. Since he can’t play, Tyler wants to skip the game altogether. Will he learn that there’s no crying in baseball?
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Customer Reviews

It’s a great book for kids that teaches about good sportsmanship. When the chips are down kids should never isolate themselves from their friends. There’s so much to learn and enjoy from a good baseball story, I give it five stars, and I’m Marvin P. Ferguson, author of Boys On The Gold Coast.

Great series for 1st and 2nd grade boys!

My grandson loved it.

Easy to read. Great book for younger readers. Great positive outlook. Look forward to the series from sports illustrated. Not too long for a bed time story.
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